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Company Overview
Strategic Systems, Inc., is a Dublin Ohio based, Information Technology firm. Over the past 14
years we have established ourselves as a firm that designs, develops, and implements
innovative digital transformation, systems modernization, and talent augmentation services.
Our clients are primarily large and medium, mid-west based manufacturing and industrial
engineering firms, insurance companies, banks and financial institutions, and state and local
governments.
Our mission is to improve our client’s market competitiveness, and to create new value
streams for their businesses by developing innovative technology solutions and providing
world class talent as and when they are needed. We do this by investing in our people and
giving them the tools and support they need to remain on the cutting edge of technology,
leveraging leading edge technologies and industry best practices to develop effective and
efficient solutions that lead to transformative improvements to the business.

Our Approach
Our approach modernizes clients’ business model into a modern, agile, and competitive
digital business model. The goal is to achieve digital transformation that results in sustainable
competitive advantages and added value to customers. Our approach focuses on
transforming how organizations (1) use data to gain valuable insights and become more
predictive and less reactive to customer and market changes, (2) execute business processes
and transactions so that they are faster, more effective and efficient, and less error prone, (3)
assess and manage their technical debt and modernizing technology and software assets to
align with the business’s goals, and (4) invest in managing their skills deficit, and aligning
resource and organizational capabilities with the goals of the organization.

Offerings and Services
Digital transformation of the organizations business model is a top priority for business
leaders that rely on technology and best practices to increase customer value and increase
competitive advantage in a rapidly evolving, and dynamic digital marketplace. We specialize in
designing and implementing digital transformation strategies that achieve these outcomes,
and focus our services in the following areas:
Machine Learning and Data Analytics (MLDA).
MLDA is designed to give our clients access to the latest techniques, tools, and capabilities
that deliver actionable insights to improve their business. Uniquely MLDA services are offered
either a subscription model, or on a fixed scope, deliverable based project basis.
The subscription model gives our clients access to a professional team of data scientists, data
analysts, and engineers, as well as the tools necessary to provide real business insights, and
recommendations quickly and efficiently. MLDA subscription services’ value is it provides
immediate, responsive, scalable, and sophisticated modeling expertise without capital
expenditures, long ramp up times, or disruptions to the business.
Robotic Process Automation (RPA) and Process Transformation.
For organizations seeking incremental or transformational improvements to their business
model, we offer business process transformation services designed to improve productivity of
internal resources and improve accuracy and efficiency of conventional legacy business
processes. Using best practices and industry standard techniques, coupled with the latest
intelligent process mapping, and RPA technology, we achieve substantial improvements
across the critical functions of our client’s business.
Our RPA services are available for specific automation tasks or requirements, on a per Robot
basis, or can be deployed as an onsite capability that our clients can support post
implementation. We have found that often our clients have specific business processes that
benefit from redesign and redeployment using robots, and choose to have us design,
develop, implement, and monitor the robots from within our Center for Advanced Technology
& Innovation (CATI).
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Alliances and Patners
Data Robot,
Tableau,
Kryon Systems,
Oracle,
Modern Systems.

Sample List of Clients
Government:
- State of Ohio
- State of Washington
- State of Arizona
Manufacturing:
- Worthington Industries
- Sherwin Williams
- Goodyear Tire
Banking and Finance:
- Fifth Third Bank
- Great West Financial
- Western Alliance Bank
Insurance:
- Medical Mutual of Ohio
- Westfield Insurance
- Anthem NGS

About Us
We are growing, we are
investing, and we are
determined to be your business
enablement partner. Our
purpose is to be a
transformation agent who
enables our client’s digital
business model.
We work relentlessly to make a
difference for our clients. Our
passion is fueled by our
enthusiasm for innovation and
advanced technologies. Each of
the 250+ men and women that
call Strategic “home” are fiercely
competitive, naturally inquisitive,
and value our client’s loyalty.
We invest in keeping our people
trained on the latest
technologies and skills. We invest
resources in developing deep
and relevant knowledge, and
expertise in the industries that
our clients engage.
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Systems and Applications Modernization Services.
Our unique modernization services allow us to refactor legacy mainframe applications into
agile, modern, scalable, and cost-effective applications. Whether our clients are facing
platform or software obsolescence, challenges finding skilled resource to maintain and
support their legacy environment, or are considering moving applications to the cloud, our
modernization services are designed to quickly, safely, and cost efficiently meet these needs.
We use a unique, fully automated technique and solution that almost halves the time it
typically takes other vendors to refactor enterprise grade legacy applications, while reducing
the cost of the effort by approximately 66%.
Enterprise Resource Planning Managed Services.
The primary reason our clients look to us to provide managed services is because we perform
the function more effectively and efficiently than internal resources. Added benefits include
overall reduction in cost, higher quality service, significantly higher service levels than even
their own support team can provide. We currently support and maintain 2 of the most widely
used ERP solutions globally, J.D. Edwards, and Oracle Enterprise Business Suite ERP systems in
our Development Center of Excellence. We offer flexibility in the engagement model, providing
resources on a time and material basis that may be managed by our client’s resources, or on
a fixed scope or deliverable basis as a monthly subscription fee.
Talent Augmentation Services.
We provide information technology, engineering, and non-technical staff augmentation
services to fill critical skills gaps for our clients. One of our core competencies is talent
acquisition and recruiting. Our reputation for assessing, onboarding, training and retaining
top information technology talent is second to none. We use this capability to ensure that we
retain the most loyal, and capable resources with advanced technology skills. Also, we use our
leading talent acquisition capabilities to recruit the right resources, with the highest skills
available for our clients that need them. We also provide change management consulting, and
IT organizational re-design services.

Unique Capabilities and Differentiators
Center for Advanced Technology and Innovation (CATI)
CATI exists to create and execute bold ideas and advanced applied technologies, that help our
clients capture and maintain a competitive advantage. CATI is a unique, state-of-the-art facility
that offers our clients a collaborative environment where our data scientists, senior
technologists, consultants, and business analysts can work together with our client’s teams to
solve businesses’ mission critical challenges in innovative ways.
CATI gives us and our clients a means to investigate the future—envisioning transformational
technologies and applications of current technologies that will redefine how work gets done
and add value to the end customer. Located in Dublin, Ohio, CATI is another way that
Strategic Systems is dedicated to helping our clients achieve their vision.
Delivery Center of Excellence (DCE)
The DCE functions as our Agile software development center where we execute our software
development programs, and as our managed services execution center where we execute our
managed services programs. Our delivery best practices, software development standards,
project artifact and template portfolios, agile development teams of software engineers, and
quality assurance teams and other consultants with specialized skills are managed and
administered at our DCE.
The DCE is staffed with certified scrum masters and scrum teams that operate during our
clients’ regular business hours, or however the client chooses to have resources deployed.
Additionally, we provide the flexibility for our clients to manage the team to the degree that
they desire. We have clients that use their development managers and senior business staff
manage our resources directly, while other clients choose to give us specific scope of work
and want our scrum masters manage the process.
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